# Ms. Nadine Ghosn’s Lesson Plans

## Week of: January 7 – 11  

### Subject: Algebra 2 Prep

| Monday | Objective: TLW simplify expressions involving powers. (a.1, 2A.2.A)  
Warm-Up: Domain and Range #1  
Class work: Unit 5 Packet 5.1 Notes pg. 1  
Homework: pg. 333 – 335 #3 – 39 odd, 55, 56  
**5.1 and 5.2 Quiz Friday January 11** |
Warm-Up: Domain and Range #2  
Class work: Review Homework (5.1)  
Unit 5 Packet 5.2 Notes pg. 2 – 3  
Homework: pg. 341 – 344 #3 – 35 odd, 61, 62  
**5.1 and 5.2 Quiz Friday January 11** |
Warm-Up: Domain and Range #3  
Class work: Review Homework (5.2)  
Unit 5 Packet 5.4 Notes pg. 4 – 5  
TAKS Objective 1 Practice  
Homework: 5.1 and 5.2 Quiz Tomorrow study  
pg. 356 – 357 #3 – 17 all  
**5.1 and 5.2 Quiz Friday January 11** |
War-Up:  
Class work: **5.1 and 5.2 Quiz**  
Review Homework (5.4)  
Unit 5 Packet 5.4 Notes pg. 4 - 5  
Homework: pg. 357 – 359 #18 – 32 all, 35, 43, 45, 51, 66, 67  
Use it or Lose it Domain and Range |